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Executive Summary 

1. Today’s crude oil prices are the result of a perfect storm: demand pressures on supply in 
both physical and financial markets, very inelastic supply and demand in the physical markets, 
and rapid increases in demand (relative to supply) in the financial markets. 

2. Trying to parse how much is physical versus financial (or, how high oil prices would be 
without the pressure from financial markets) is not a productive exercise – causation is 
practically impossible to measure with the information at hand. 

3. My narrative on the effects on financial markets on oil prices is as follows: 

a. There are always bubbles in financial markets. Globally, the size of investable funds 
is so great, and the ability of managers to alter those flows so substantial, that changes 
in investment preferences have substantial effects on the market prices of the affected 
assets. This affects all assets, from equities to bonds to real estate to commodities. 

b. In the commodities sector, in recent years it appears that pension, index and perhaps 
sovereign fund managers have increased their exposure to financial energy contracts 
– especially crude oil. That increase in exposure is intended to increase the diversity 
of the portfolios of these funds. The size of the inflow of money from this sector, 
however, is extremely large in proportion to the historic size of the energy commodity 
markets. 

c. Those who argue this inflow of buying interest does not affect prices (the “there’s a 
short for every long” argument) have lost sight of the fact that a large and sudden 
increase in demand for long positions in a financial contract may only be capable of 
being satisfied by increases in the price of the contract. This is as true in crude oil as 
it is in any other asset. 

d. The potential market power of large entities is enhanced by the generous leverage 
allowed for commodity trading. As of today, the typical margin requirement for a 
Clearing Member for a 1000 barrel contract of oil (whose notional value is 
approximately $130,000) is $8500. 

4. Our ability to analyze these dynamics is extremely limited by several characteristics of 
the energy markets, regulations of those markets, and government policies: 

a. Crude oil is traded on one US-regulated exchange (NYMEX), on one UK-regulated 
exchange (IPE), and on over-the-counter markets, of which the Intercontinental 
Exchange (ICE) is the most important.  

b. Collectively, it is difficult for market observers to evaluate the potential for the 
exercise of market power (whether willful or accidental). The data made available by 
the US CFTC (the Commitment of Traders report) is extremely valuable but no such 
data are available for IPE or ICE trades. 

5. Congress could materially reduce the ability of financial markets to influence oil prices 
by (a) requiring much greater disclosure from IPE and ICE, (b) requiring all exchanges and OTC 
markets to impose and enforce position limits, and (c) reducing the leverage allowed for energy 
contracts. 
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